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New Renaissance in Wauwautosa
(Milwaukee) opening in August

New Circa Hotel in downtown Las Vegas 
opening in October
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Key Points: Hotel Market Recovery

§ The hotel market has experienced a continued rebound from the bottom week of April 
5-11. Occupancy has increased by 2.3% per week, on average, since.

§ Occupancy surpassed 46% last week, which is ~25 percentage point change since the 
lowest week when national occupancy hit 21%.

§ Average daily rate increased by more than $3 last week compared to the previous 
week. 

§ Luxury class hotels and Resort location hotels have shown the largest dollar amount 
increase in terms of ADR and RevPAR.

§ HSP notes that cities under lockdown and hit hard by unrest were set back, although 
this may be masked by the fact that many of the downtown hotels were still closed 
during the riots and looting. Seattle, Minneapolis and Chicago are still struggling. 

§ Las Vegas is not shown in the Top 25 markets because many of its large casino hotels 
do not share data with STR, making the data unreliable. 
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Since the market bottomed in occupancy, ADR, and RevPAR the week of April 5th -
11th, the average increase in occupancy is 2.3% per week. ADR has increased on 
average $1.93 per week, while RevPAR has increased on average $2.58 per week. 
ADR and RevPAR had solid increases this week, at $3.17 and $3.55, respectively.
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Occupancy has rebounded to 46.2% from a yearly low on the week of April 5th –
11th of 21%. The summer travel season exhibits higher occupancy, as shown by the
yellow dotted line, suggesting that while 2020 is improving, it did not gain relative 
to last year, due to the summer occupancy increase.

Source: STR Hotel Review

Occupancy 28 Day Moving Average
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§ Upper Midscale has 
shown the biggest 
percentage point change 
in occupancy from a low 
of 18.0% to 48.7% this 
past week 

§ Upper Upscale (full-
service) hotels have 
recovered the least 
amount of occupancy 
relative to their historical 
performance. 

§ Despite the global 
pandemic, Economy 
hotels are performing 
best relative to their 
historical average, 
surpassing 50% 
occupancy
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§ Resort hotels 
continued their surge 
back this week to 
47.9% occupancy, 
with the highest 
percentage point 
change since a low 
point of 11.6% on 
the week of April 11th

§ Interstate and Small 
Metro/Town hotels 
are currently topping 
the list, with 
occupancies at 
50.6%. 

§ Urban hotels remain 
hardest hit by events 
of 2020 and are sub-
34%.
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ADR 28 Day Moving Average

Source: STR Hotel Review

ADR has bounced back to $95.37 from the yearly low on the week of April 5th –
11th of $74.18.  The ADR gap continues to shrink, however, the figures still remain 
painfully low compared to ~$135 in 2019. 
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§ Luxury hotels 
currently have the 
highest dollar 
amount change in 
ADR from the low of 
$148 to $231 this 
past week

§ Upscale hotel ADR 
has increased the 
least since the 
bottom in April, 
increasing ~$11

§ Upper Upscale (full-
service) are 
beginning to see a 
rebound in ADR, 
despite very low 
occupancy
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§ Resort hotels have 
shown the highest 
dollar amount change 
in ADR of $71 
between the low week 
of April 11th to the 
week ending on June 
27. Resorts are only 
$19 below 2019 
levels.

§ Airport hotels have 
struggled, with only a 
$5.92 change in ADR 
from the low week of 
April 11th to this past 
week 

§ Urban hotels have 
recovered the smallest 
portion of ADR vs. 
2019
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RevPAR 28 Day Moving Average

RevPAR has rebounded to $44.03 from the yearly low on the week of April 5th –
11th of $15.61. The gap in RevPAR closing, but very slowly.

Source: STR Hotel Review
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§ Similar to ADR, RevPAR for 
Luxury hotels is both the 
highest and has shown the 
largest dollar amount 
change from the low week 
of April 11th to this past 
week ending June 27th.

§ Upscale and Upper Upscale 
hotels have recovered the 
least amount of RevPAR 
since the trough relative to 
their prior year amount,. 
Upper Upscale (full-service 
hotels) are generating only 
27% of their prior year 
revenue 

§ Economy hotels have 
recovered ~66% of their 
2019 figure
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§ Similar to ADR, RevPAR 
for Resort hotels is both 
the highest and has 
shown the largest dollar 
amount change from 
the low week of April 
11th to this past week 
ending June 27thth  

§ Airport hotels, have 
struggled, with only a 
$17 change to $35 
since the low week of 
April 11th, whereas last 
year they boasted a 
RevPAR of $100

§ Urban hotels are still 
performing the worst 
relative to 2019 at just 
over 1/5th of their prior 
performance
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Occupancy: Top 25 Markets – Sorted by Occupancy 
and Percentage Point Change since Bottom

Three of the top 25 markets surpassed 50% (Norfolk is over 60%) and twelve of the top 25 markets hit 40%+, while 
Oahu is still only at 15%. Oahu, Seattle, Boston and DC have recovered the least amount of occupancy. 
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ADR: Top 25 Markets – Sorted by ADR and 
Dollar Amount Change since Bottom

New York is the only remaining market that has suffered a negative dollar amount change in ADR since the national 
low ten weeks ago. 
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RevPAR: Top 25 Markets – Sorted by RevPAR 
and Dollar Amount Change since Bottom 

Six markets now have Revenue per Available Room (RevPAR) above $50, while seven markets are still below $30. 
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